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INNER HARBOUR
This scenic patch of waterfront is the location of Victoria’s many tourist attractions, recreational 
activities, restaurants and shopping. For a special treat, have afternoon tea at the grand Empress 
Hotel or board a ferry for a harbor tour.

BEACON HILL PARK
This park holds a tree planted by Winston Churchill in 1929.

FISHERMAN’S WHARF
 Just around the corner from Victoria’s Inner Harbour, Fisherman’s Wharf is a hidden treasure 
waiting to be discovered. This unique marine destination offers food kiosks, unique shops and 
eco-tour adventures in the heart of the working harbour. Wander down the docks with your lunch, 
buy seafood fresh off the boat, see moored pleasure vessels and float homes, and watch as fishing 
vessels unload their wares.

ROYAL BC MUSEUM 
Explore the history of British Columbia from the dinosaurs that once roamed our province, to the 
forest creatures that still share our home. Experience authentic specimens and highly realistic 
settings – from the Woolly Mammoth in his rocky, icy world to the diverse sea life in our ocean 
station. Visit our blockbuster feature exhibitions including SUE: The T. rex Experience and Angkor: 
The Lost Empire of Cambodia.
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FIND YOUR NEXT GREAT ADVENTURE
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